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Abstract 

There is substantial evidence from earlier researches that older adults have difficult seeing under 
low illumination and at night, even in the absence of ocular diseases. During human aging, there is a 
rampant decrease in rod/cone-meditated adaptation which is caused by delayed rhodopsin regeneration 
and pigment depletion. This calls for a need to develop appropriate visual gadgets to effectively aid the 
aging generation. Our research culminates its approach from Pattanaik’s model by making extensions 
to temporal visual filtering, thereby simulating a reduction of visual response which comes with age. 
Our filtering model paves way and lays a foundation for future research to develop a more effective 
adaptation model that may be further used in developing visual content adaptation aids and guidelines 
in MPEG 21 environment. We demonstrate our visual model using a High Dynamic Range image and 
the experiment results are in conversant with the psychophysical data from previous vision researches.   

 
 

1. Introduction 

The Human visual system (HVS) can process information 
over a vast range of luminances (about 12 log units) yet it 
needs time to adapt to changing luminances [1]. When the 
eyes are adapted to a given luminance intensity, on changing 
instantaneously the external light stimulus applied to the eye, 
the latter does not change instantaneously its state of 
adaptation to that corresponding the new stimulus. The HVS 
continually adjusts itself to the various prevailing conditions, 
aiming at reduced sensitivity and finer discrimination when 
there is plenty of available light and enhanced sensitivity and 
coarser discrimination when light is in short supply.  

The adjustments in the retina to the changing scene 
intensities (from about 610− to 810+ 2/cd m , or 

10log14 units 
[2]), termed adaptation, is brought forth by many factors and 
physical adjustments that happen in the eye. Three notable 
factors which contribute to adaptation to changing luminance 
intensities are: a) a slow and a fast adaptation process, b) 
tendon dilation and contraction of the eye determining the 
size of the pupil (limited effect), and, c) the rate of 
photochemical regeneration and depletion, and pigment 
bleaching [2].  

The HVS comprises two photoreceptor cells, cones and 
rods, which are responsible for photopic and scotopic vision 
respectively. The reactions of the photoreceptor cells using 
‘visual pigment’ molecules capture a photon which in turn 
triggers a complex cascade of reactions, known as 
“bleaching” that desensitizes the molecule [2]. Bright light 
tends to rapidly reduce the amount of the receptor’s usable 
photoreceptors needed. Photopigment concentration 
determines receptor’s upper limit of sensitivity. Bright light 
will rapidly reduce receptor’s usable photopigment 

concentration, but slow neural mechanisms will restore it. 
When light reaches the retina, it activates some pigment 
glands which are responsible for the secretion of 
photopigment (e.g. rhodopsin) which in turn determine how 
much visual stimuli (light photons) are transmitted down the 
optical nerve to the brain [2].  

In this paper, we simulate the reduction in temporal visual 
processing with age. Our visual model seeks to accurately 
present the varying times it takes to get adapted to varying 
scene luminances after an initial full adaptation to one light 
luminance intensity. We adopt the tone reproduction operator 
in [3] and make substantial modifications to the exponential 
filtering part by designing a new visual model with modified 
decay functions. 

 
2. Related Works 

Problems brought about by high dynamic range image 
capturing and synthesis have made tone mapping an 
important problem in simulation of human visual response on 
a display device. Tone reproduction is herewith defined as the 
mapping (or scaling) of scene luminance intensities onto 
displayable luminance intensities on a display gadget (e.g. a 
PC). This makes it possible for high dynamic range scene 
luminance intensities to be displayed without much distortion 
(keeping visual realism) on a display gadget with limited 
capabilities. This quality of tone reproduction makes it 
possible to model the response of the HVS to changing 
luminance intensities of high dynamic range scenes. Tone 
reproduction starts from capturing the photoreceptor 
luminance values to get the retinal image.  

The simulation of human visual response largely relies on 
the visual psychophysical data made available from the 
psychological, ophthalmologic and physiological sciences. 
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(Figure 1) Rod and Cone response 

 
Most previous researches [3, 4] have used 1 to explain the 

differences in the threshold levels during dark and light 
adaptation. Retinal cells sensitivity only change slightly 
within a range of luminance intensities. Direct responses of 
the cone, rod and polar cellular measurements closely follow 
[3]:  
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, where R is neural response (
max0 RR << ), σ  is the semi-

saturation effect and I is the input luminance intensity which 
causes half the maximum response. 

The time-dependent operator provided in this paper uses 
several approaches and follows the psychophysical data given 
by previous researches [1, 5]. During the last decade, notable 
computer graphics researchers have used the provided 
psychophysical data to construct scene-to-display mappings 
that keep realism on a display gadget and keep the detail in 
the scenes. Most of the models published capture scene 
intensities under static conditions, hence the need to construct 
a time-dependent adaptation model.  
  
3. Methodology 

3.1. Tone Mapping Procedure and Exponential Filtering 
We use the tone mapping model described in [3], with 

particular emphasis on making substantial modifications on 
the exponential filtering part. [3] only simulates normal 
vision and does not consider the degradation that comes with 
age or low vision impairments. 

Exponential filtering procedure in [3] utilizes decay 
functions to model temporal visual processing, which further 
dictates the rate of adaptation to light of a given luminance 
intensity. This model computes fast, neutrally adaptation 
values rodA and coneA  using the goal luminance values 

rodG  and coneG using fixed exponential filters where K and 
J functions are a fixed scale factor F: J(x)=K(x)=Fx, whose 

response is given by )1( 0t
t

e
−

− , and t  is the time and 0t is the 
‘time-constant’. F is found by applying a discrete time-step 

(T), )1( 0t
T

eF
−

−= . F incorporates the decay function which we 
modify to delay the temporal visual processing which comes 
with age.   

 
3.2. Proposed Temporal Visual Processing Model 

Temporal visual processing is modeled using exponential 
decay function [2, 3]. By modifying the filtering part which 
models temporal visual processing in [3], we model visual 
sensitivity reduction which comes with age. Fast neural-
adaptation is modeled using exponential filters with J and K 
functions and a fixed scale factor F described below. To find 

the constant F, we apply the discrete time-step size T to 

get )1( t
T

eF
−

−= , where measured thresholds are 
mSt rod 150,0 = and mSt cones 80,0 = with data that caused 

significant bleaching for the simulation of normal vision [3]. 
As aforementioned, our visual processing model modifies 

Pattanaik’s model exponential filtering with the help of 
modified decay functions as shown in figure 2. 

 

 
 

(Figure 2) Time-dependent Visual Model 
 
To model low vision with age, we modify the decay 

functions 
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exponential filtering in [1]. In this case, the unit step-like 
input is given by: 
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, where 

TR  models the increase in the response threshold 
and is constant for any age group. TR models the change in 
the amplitude threshold of the visual function. The larger the 
value of

TR , the higher is the visual threshold of any subject.  
The resulting decay curves obtained by varying the value 

of K and TR  are shown below: 
 

 
 

(Figure 3) Modeling temporal visual processing 
 

K is a constant for any age group that models the reduction 
in the visual response time. The effect of K on overall 
temporal visual processing is the same as increasing the 
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measured time constants of the rods and cones respectively. 
The larger the value of K, the more the reduction in response 
time to changing visual stimuli by the HVS. In this case, we 
would expect a 70 year old to have a larger value of K 
compared to a 50 year old.  

From the graph, it is clear the more the value of TR and K , 
the more the reduction in temporal vision processing in the 
brain. Thus, K and TR show the degree of severity in the 
reduction of temporal visual processing. As TR  and K  
increase, there is an increase in the visual thresholds 
representing a reduction in the visual sensitivity of a human 
being. TR and K take values between 0 and 1000. 
 
4. Experiments 

We simulate low vision with age using a High Dynamic 
Range frame sequence by utilizing the modified decay 
functions in exponential filtering as shown above. Following 
the procedure for measuring visual adaptation in [5], the first 
frame (t=0) shows an almost dark image representing a 
situation when one is statistically adapted to moonlight 
illumination where 2/01.0 mcdAA rodcone == . Immediately 
thereafter, the scene is hit with an illumination light 
equivalent to mid-day sun with 2/1000 mcdGG rodcone == . In 
subsequent frames, the lighting has changed but the scene 
viewer’s adaptation state has not and its change is only 
dictated by the rapid retinal network adaptation which 
increases the rod and cone σ  values to reduce response 
compression and restore color appearance of daylight 
illumination. Figure 4 at the end of the paper shows the 
predicted visual response delay at different ages in one’s life 
according to the psychophysical data given in [5]. 
  The images above present a reduction in the temporal 
visual processing that comes with age. The different values of 

TR  and K  in our temporal visual filtering model used to 
simulate the image sequences shown below that mimic the 
reduction that comes at different ages in one’s life. As 
aforementioned, higher values of TR  and K  show that more 
time is needed to discern the same amount of detail at a given 
illumination. 

The predictions of the frame sequences at various times 
after the onset of the adaptation process is in conversant with 
our modified version of the decay functions, and the 
psychophysical data given in [5] from experiments with real 
human subjects with no ocular diseases. After 300 
milliseconds, a normal subject is found to have adapted to the 
illuminating light where as other subjects at different ages are 
still found, to a great deal, not to have adapted with reference 
to the normal case shown in the first row of figure 4. This 
shows the reduction in the visual response time caused by age. 
Because of the increase in the time constants for the rod and 
cone response, there is a reduction in the rate of 
photopigment regeneration that accounts for the discernment 
of the image detail, thereby slowing down the rate of 
temporal visual processing. 

 
5. Conclusion 

We have simulated the reduction in sensitivity to varying 
luminance intensities of the Human Visual System which 

comes with age using our modified visual model of the 
temporal visual processing. The predictions are similar to 
what happens in reality to the visual adaptation rate with 
people at different ages, and depends to a greater extent on 
the psychophysical data from earlier vision researches. Our 
simulation of the time-course adaptation accentuates the need 
to design more appropriate visual aids to aid the older 
population because of a reduction in visual sensitivity that 
comes with age. We are of the phylosophy that if the 
manufacturers of the vision aids have well marginated 
simulations of the reduction of the visual sensitivity at 
different ages at their disposal, then they can manufacture 
more appropriate vision aids for a named age group. The 
model we use is computationary inexpensive and does not 
require multiple buffers for image storage. 

Our model can be improved by including effects of glare 
and veiling, and spectral rendering, which facilitates a more 
accurate computation of the rods and cones’ sensitivity. The 
model uses a global approach of adaptation and we ascertain 
that a local adaptation model could further improve image 
detail discrimination at high dynamic luminance intensity 
levels. This could be achieved by pixel-to-pixel computation 
of the rods and cones’ response.  

Furthermore, although our model is automatic in some 
sence, developing an improved model which is going to 
reduce on the amount of input parameters required for image 
generation is highly sought. After all this is done, an 
adaptation model that could further be encorporated into 
MPEG 21 should be developed. This adaptation framework 
will aim to offer automatic adaptation to digital contents in 
varying levels of illumination light in the real environment. 
Also, this adaptation paradigm should aim to give a guideline 
to how digital contents should be presented so as to achieve 
Universal Multimedia Access (UMA) both to the old and 
young alike. 
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